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The Green Mamba, Mealie
Fields and one shaking jockey...
SOMETIMES it’s a little pretentious to start an article with a quote, but here is one that will
probably work for this guest column today and it comes from writer Robin Schneider: “Steinbeck
wrote about the tide pools and how profoundly they illustrate the interconnectedness of all things,
folded together in an ever-expanding universe that's bound by the elastic string of time. He said
that one should look from the tide pool to the stars, and then back again in wonder.”
With what I told myself was a classic car at my disposal, a chuckling Mike de Kock pointed me to his stable
jockeys, Kevin Shea and Paul Devlin, who both needed
agents to book their rides. I was required to drive to
the old Newmarket Racecourse three or four times a
week, pick up the nomination sheets, phone trainers
to secure mounts for my pair of riders and then attend
final acceptances to ensure that the trainers kept their
promises.

On 8 December last year, when lightning fast
Princess Rebel won the Southern Cross Stakes, something about the way she galloped struck a nerve. I
checked her pedigree and a light went up. Rebel Princess is by Rebel King from First Wave, a mare that
crossed my path in a big way when she was a two-year
-old filly and I was a 33-year-old colt.
First Wave, in turn, made me remember her then stablemate Waves Of Argosy. Both runners made me
think of former jockeys Paul Devlin and Kevin Shea,
who on their behalf brought back visions of my 123
Series Mercedes, affectionately named the “Green
Mamba”, and a host of other memories. I will tie all
the strands in the paragraphs that follow.

I befriended the other agents working at the time. Alf
Little was doing Piere Strydom’s rides, Ray Curling
represented Anthony Delpech, Flank Lang had Gunther Wrogemann, Derek Aub handled Robbie Sham,
Adrian Kuschinski worked for Lisa Prestwood and John
Mansoor took care of Sherman Brown.

***

Acceptance days was like a beehive upstairs in
Newmarket’s admin office, where Gary ‘Sniffer’ Daly
and Charles Bawden wrote the names of jockeys next
to the confirmed runners on a big mounted wall board
as the respective trainers phoned through to accept
runners. Disputes were handled by stipes, things could
get heated as we fought over confirmed rides, promised rides and outright lies. The late George Scott and
his late nephew Colin Scott, Chris Erasmus and Tyrone
Zackey were (to page 2)

Back in December 2000 I used my proceeds from the
Horse Chestnut book to invest in some wheels.
‘Kokkie’, my butcher from Roodepoort West, had a
123-series Merc on sale. It was a 1982 model, of
course driven only by Kokkie and his wife to the butchery and back for 18 years. He’d throw in a kilo of
biltong and his legendary dry wors with my purchase
price, R15,000. I put down the cash.
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THE legendary “Green Mamba”, a true crowd pleaser.

GREEN MAMBA, etc. (fm p1)

My vehicle was “champagne” in colour, but Kevin said
it was ‘baby shit green’ and named it “The Green
Mamba”. The name stuck. However, mocked or not,
the Mamba at different times took care of some
important visitors to the stable, including Barry Irwin
and Alphonso Bowe.

among the trainers who often came to final
acceptances for coffee and a chit-chat. Jokes and jibes
flew around, and many a racing tale was shared.

Tony Dimitriou, agent for ‘Willy Figueroa’, always had
us in stitches with his impersonation of ‘Figgy’. When
Figgy hadn’t seen him for a while, the Peruvian jock
would chirp at his agent in broken English, ‘Me no see
you long tie…where are u?!” (“I haven’t seen you in a
long time!”), and Tony would fiddle with an imaginery
tie around his neck.

It also carried Shea relentlessly from Oliver Tambo
airport to the Gauteng racetracks and back, for about
15 months. In the era of ‘The Mamba’, Shea enjoyed
his best season ever, booting home 168 winners in
2001/2 for a Top 3 finish, while Paul Devlin recorded
his own best 65 winners and a Top 20 finish on the
National Log.

Tony was the one who first made an issue of my
Classic Vehicle, parked in the lot outside the Newmarket office and in view of most. “Kokkie” had left the
sheep skin covers on the front seats, quite a sensible
addition for long hauls I thought, but perhaps in the
2000s a bit outdated and, to some, rather creepy.

Shea, a major-league jock for many years, picked up
rides easily, but they weren’t as easy to come by for
‘Little Paul’, who had to make do with scraps most of
the time, while Mike de Kock threw him the occasional
bone.

“Boet, you’re in luck,” Tony chirped loudly, for
everyone to hear. “That car of yours won’t show under
trees. It’s a natural camouflage. Let me give you a tip.
Drive out to St Dominic’s Convent in Boksburg, they
have some trees next to a field there. Buy a tub of icecream and take your binoculars with you. The
Convent’s Drum Majorettes swing their legs on the
field from 3pm. They won’t even notice you!”

Paul had to try harder, ride more work to secure engagements and one day, with not a single ride
secured, I looked at the entries sheet and phoned
trainer Jan De B Breedt to see if I could get lucky. Mr
Breedt said: ‘Ok, tell you what, bring your jockey to ride
work for me this Thursday and we’ll see what we can
do. I have two horses I want him to feel for me.”
Mr Breedt was a mealie farmer who trained horses as
a hobby, but he was quite successful. He had a good
eye for a horse and sent out many winners from his
farm track in the Benoni/Bapsfontein area, the rural
part on the outskirts of the East Rand town. They
included stakes winners Silver Moon, Pacific Gem and
Kokkewiet.

Bloody perv!
Kevin Shea had something similar to say. He said he’d
seen in the local paper that certain motor vehicles
were banned from high school areas, the 123 Merc
was on the shortlist for parents and teachers, who had
to be on guard for blokes in overcoats driving old
Mercs when the bell rang at the end of every day.

Paul agreed to take the Thursday drive in the (to p 3)
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MORE or less exactly our view from the Mamba early on Thursday, 22 February 2001.

GREEN MAMBA, etc. (fm p2)

The trainer smiled, wryly, and David took Paul back to
the top of the stretch for his second mount, a dark
grey colt who came sweeping down the track like the
wind, drawing gasps of appreciation as he rolled by.
Paul’s head shook in unison with his trembling hands
this time, and I thought I noticed a trail of liquid running down his boots. “This is the fastest colt I’ve ever
sat on,” raved ‘Little Paul’.

Green Mamba on the early morning of what I have
calculated to be 22 February 2001, a misty morning
with a bite to it. I had to take the sheep skins off the
seats for him, and he hesitantly got in to make the trip
from his Fourways apartment to the rural East.
We battled to find the place, had to make a call to Jan
Breedt and eventually arrived at a gate and a sand
road meandering into a massive field of mealies that
stood high on both sides. The sun wasn’t fully up and
we felt eerie. In movies and TV series like the X-Files
and Twilight Zone, murders often take place in mealie
fields. Or someone is seen running wildly through it
escaping from another who carries a chain saw. Alien
beings appear, wink at you and then disappear.

“Ok,” said Mr Breedt, “you can ride them both, one
next week, one at month-end. The filly is called First
Wave and the colt is Waves Of Argosy.
On Saturday, 3 March 2001, First Wave was entered
for a Maiden Juvenile Plate over 1000m. Devlin up.
She started at 11-2 and won as she liked. And yes,,
we had a few pound on! First Wave paid the rental
deposit on my own new townhouse.

We drove on and things were to be fine as we arrived
at a beautiful farm house and a stable yard, where
Jan’s assistant, none other than a young David
Nieuwenhuizen, offered steaming mugs of coffee.

On Tuesday, 27 March 2001, Waves Of Argosy lined
up in a 20-horse Maiden Juvenile Plate field at the
Vaal. I couldn’t understand his odds of 20-1. Perhaps
this wasn’t the horse we saw tearing the mealie fields
apart just a few weeks ago? But it was. The wager was
only R100 at 20-1, but he skated home by three
lengths. Devlin up, smiling.
.
Those were the days!

“Bring daai twee,” Mr Breedt told a groom, pointing to
a pair of stables, and we ventured a few 100m across
to a nice farm track he’d laid on the side of the mealie
fields, perhaps 1000m long. Paul stayed at the top of
the track, he was asked to gallop a filly and a colt at
half pace extending to three-quarter pace.

Notes:

David brought the farm bakkie and took us to near the
end of the track, where soon we saw Paul riding along
in the distance on a hard-galloping bay filly. As she
came thundering by, Paul shouted ‘Shwee, wow!” at
us, brought her to a canter and seemed to have a
slight shaking of hands as he reported back: “Jeez, Mr
Breedt, this is the fastest filly I’ve ever sat on!”

*Paul Devlin has retired from race riding. He works in
the registry office at the Dubai Racing Club and is a
judge at Meydan meetings, where just the other night
he put up his old boss Mike de Kock’s runner Baroot
in the frame as a winner. Paul and his British-born
girlfriend Heather Copland are said to own properties
in Tuscany and the Caribbean.
(to page 5)
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GREEN MAMBA, etc (fm p3)
*Jan Breedt gave up training in 2005, he suffered a
mild stroke recently but he’s a fighter, still farming
mealies, corn and potatoes in Benoni and doing very
well. The old farm track is now covered with mealies.
Jan’s wife, if you didn’t know, is the world-renowned
oil painter Marie Vermeulen, who owns her own gallery
in Laguna Beach, USA, and sells her paintings from
100k up. (Look her up on Google, you’ll be stunned!)
*David Nieuwenhuizen is a leading trainer in his own
right with stables at Turffontein.
*First Wave was sold at a dispersal sale, as an older
mare won the Listed Sophomore Sprint at the Vaal for
St John Gray. Sold on to Favour Stud, she produced
handicapper Sarve and Princess Rebel before dying at
age 17.

THE affable Paul Devlin, Dubai judge.

*Waves Of Argosy was bought at the same dispersal.
He raced in the second half of his career for trainer
Jeffrie Freedman and provided young Gavin Lerena
with his first two career winners. Described by Lerena
as “a beautiful animal,” Waves Of Argosy posted wins
in the Gr3 Joburg Sprint at the Vaal and the Listed
Rose Park Sprint in Bloemfontein.
*Kevin Shea and Warren Lenferna make up the
Tellytrack tipping team for Gold Circle, on-course. In
his spare time, Kevin plays golf and being a healthy
boy still, drinks plenty of water with his whiskey.
*The ‘Green Mamba’ ended up in the late Tony
Muruvan’s used-car lot in Main Street, Rosettenville,
in 2005. She was never seen again. - tt.

CHAMPION to be, young Gavin Lerena rides his first
winner, Waves Of Argosy: 3 November 2002.

Kilimanjaro starts breeding
venture with colt at CPYS

JAMES Goodman and Sandra De Oliviera
named their breeding venture Kilimanjaro
Bloodstock, after the first horse owned by
Goodman’s parents in 1965. “I think I’d
just gone to high school and they bought
this grey horse trained for them by CL van
Niekerk. When he won his first race he
beat a runner trained by JF Coetzee who’d
been the sales-topper at Nationals!”
Kilimanjaro has one yearling at the sale
and Goodman said: “He’s by Querari from
a mare by War Pass (USA), who won the
2007 Breeders’ Cup Juvenile and was the
top sire in the States in his first year but
died shuttling. The mare herself could run
a bit, we bought her in Australia but she
broke down after winning a race.
“Our colt is Casanova King (Lot 120) a tall
and leggy sort. He was raised at Eugene
Freeman’s Boland Stud and needs more
time, he was perhaps not quite ready for
the sale but he will develop into a beautiful horse, he has plenty of scope.” - tt.
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MPUMI Mjoka rides the mechanical horse at Summerveld to strengthen his injured left leg.

Mjoka’s only halfway there, but fighting on bravely
LEADING apprentice Mpume Mjoka, injured in a crashing fall at Randjesfontein last August, is
recovering from a fourth operation to his left knee, performed in Durban last Thursday.
Mjoka (22) suffered a badly dislocated knee and was
admitted for emergency surgery shortly after his fall.
The initial procedure, which included a vascular bypass
as well as repair to damaged nerves, took four hours
and he’s recovered well since.

Sneyd, doing biokinetics and he said: “I’ve had to
keep my mind strong and my weight down, I will never
give up. I weigh in at 45kgs and by the time I ride
again I will be almost out of my time. I can’t wait to be
back, I watch races every day.”

Mjoka told Turf Talk: “Thursday’s was the last operation in a series to re-attached my ligaments. I’d been
riding the mechanical horse at the Jockeys Academy
Summerveld to strengthen up and stay fit, the leg is
fine and getting stronger, though I’m still in pain and
another several months away from race riding.”

Majok finished second to Lyle Lewiston on the
National Apprentice’s Table in 2016/17, riding 32
winners and with the likes of Diego De Gouveia, Callan Murray and Dennis Schwarz behind him. He won
the feature race at the prestigious Longines Future
Stars meeting at Chantilly in June 2017 representing
South Africa and steering Beaupreau to a 1.25-length
length victory. - tt.

Mjoka has been working with a physiotherapist, Tarryn
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Big betting pools on
Sun Met Day
BETTING for Saturday’s Kenilworth meeting, which sees the running of the R5million Sun Met celebrated with
G.H.MUMM, open at TAB on Monday so
those who know on whom they wish to bet
can avoid the last minute queues and get
their bets on nice and early.
TAB will be offering a number of big carryovers at the meeting, kicking off with
R900,000 added to the Pick 6 pool which
will lead to a likely pool of R7.5 million.
On the Sun Met itself there will be a
carryover of R200,000 to the Quartet and
that MAXIPOOL is expected to reach R3.5million.
There are two jackpots at the meeting
and the second, which kicks off with the
Sun Met, will also be boosted by
R200,000 and is likely to reach
R800,000.
Race 6, the Betting World Cape Flying
Championship over 1000m, has a full
field of 16 runners and there is a Trifecta
carryover of R50,000 and the pool is
likely to reach R150,000.

Marinaresco’s international debut

There is also R60,000 kicking off the Pick
3 starting in Race 7 which incorporates
the G-Bets Cape Derby, the Bidvest Major- IT’s been a good week and a good morning’s work,” reported jockey
ca Stakes and the Sun Met.
Bernard Fayd’Herbe from Dubai on Saturday. He is due to ride a
playful Marinaresco (photo), in the Gr2 Al Fahidi Fort, a pipe-opener
Do It Again, winner of the Grade 1 at Meydan on Thursday. The six-time winning son of Silvano hasn’t
L’Ormarins Queen’s Plate and the raced since Sun Met Day in 2018, when he finished fast for third
Vodacom Durban July, remains an 1-1 behind Oh Susanna in the topliner. His last win came in the 2017
favourite for the Met with Rainbow Bridge Vodacom Durban July, when he and Fayd’Herbe edged out Al
next at 7-2. Last year’s winner Oh Susan- Sahem under top weight. Marinaresco was transferred from Canna is the only other runner quoted in sin- dice Bass-Robinson to Mike de Kock for an international campaign
gle figures and she is on offer at 7-1. - and we will furnish more news later this week when Mike makes his
Tab News.
pre-race comments available.—tt.
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SATURDAY saw the inaugural running of the Santa Anita Bulldog Derby (for English and French Bulldogs with
vaccination certificates) during the race meeting at the Los Angeles track. Heats were held on turf and two finals
were contested on dirt. Turf Bulldog ‘Teddy’ finished well to win a heat in front of an appreciative crowd.

Beauty Generation slams his field in Hong Kong
TRAINER John Moore has hailed Beauty Generation the best horse he has trained after the six-year-old
claimed a fifth Group One win in the Stewards' Cup at Sha Tin.
Formerly trained in Sydney by Anthony Cummings and
known as Montaigne when runner-up in the 2016
Rosehill Guineas, Beauty Generation has an
international rating of 127, equal to the now-retired
Able Friend also trained by Moore.

lengths from Conte with Southern Legend another short
head third.

"He's the best of the lot," Moore told the Hong Kong
Jockey Club.

"He was coasting. There was a bit more there," he said.
"I thought Beauty Generation's performance last time
was better, but he had a bit of a let-up after the Hong
Kong Mile and John had him on the way back up today.
He's not far off his top and he's just shown that.

Jockey Zac Purton said Beauty Generation always had
Sunday's race in his keeping as he scored by three

"He doesn't need to get any better. He just needs to
keep doing what he's doing and that's enough." -P/A.
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LATEST SUN MET BETTING

Where were you in ’82?

Here are Betting World's latest odds on the R5million Sun Met, 26 January:
No moves since last Wednesday.

IN 1982, England and Argentina went to war over the
Falkland Islands, Michael Jackson released the bestselling album Thriller, while Rocky III and ‘ET’ were
the most popular films. In South Africa, the SA
Navy frigate SAS President Kruger sinks with the loss
of 16 lives after colliding with SAS Tafelberg. On the
sports front, top golfer to be Louis Oosthuizen was
born and Alain Prost won the South African Grand
Prix from Carlos Reutemann, Rene Arnoux and Niki
Lauda. The Gr1 Metropolitan went to the mighty
Foveros (22-10 favourite), trained by Herman Brown
(sr) and ridden by stable jockey Basil Marcus, who
placed him handy, sent him clear with 300m to run
and won easing down. Kenny Michel came flying up
for second on Horatius, Eric Fordred took third on
Captive Prince and Garth Puller rode the fourthplaced Calvados. Lester Piggott, in his only ever ‘Met’
ride, finished fifth on Swan Prince, the 5-2 second
favourite he’d ridden to a prior win at Gosforth Park.
Foveros, by Averof, imported from the UK to race in
the colours of Brian Moore and Jim Redman, also
won the Gr1 Hawaii Stakes, Gr1 Queens Plate, including 2nd placed in the Gr1 Prix d’ Ispahan in France
prior to his importation. As a racehorse, he was given
the honour of Champion Older Horse and Horse of
the Year in 1981. At stud Foveros was Champion Sire
in 1988, and followed this with Champion Sire status
no fewer than 6 occasions. His best progeny included
the champion race filly Miss Averof, Harmony
Forever, Aquanaut, Fearless Streaker, Shah’s Star,
Fov’s Favourite and Enforce. –tt.

1-1 Do It Again
35-10 (33-10) (35-10) (9-2) Rainbow Bridge
7-1 (8-1) (15-2) Oh Susanna
10-1 (11-1) 12-1) Head Honcho
14-1 (18-1) Legal Eagle (16-1, 18-1) Made To
Conquer
16-1 (18-1) Undercover Agent
20-1 (55-1) Doublemint
25-1 (33-1) Kampala Campari (40-1) Tap O’Noth
33-1 Eyes Wide Open
80-1 Milton
100-1 Hat Puntano

NO SERIOUS RACING INDUSTRY
PLAYER CAN GO WITHOUT IT
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A thing of absolute beauty!

THE Friesian is a horse breed originating in Friesland, in
the Netherlands. Although the conformation of the breed
resembles that of a light draught horse, Friesians are graceful
and nimble for their size. It is believed that during the Middle
Ages, ancestors of Friesian horses were in great demand
as war horses throughout continental Europe.

(Stupid) celebrity horse quote

H-I-T MIXED SALE DURBANVILLE,
CATALOGUE HERE

8 Feb
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